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AnyTrans for Mac is iOS 7 ready - Manage iPhone 5s/5c Music/Apps on Mac
Published on 09/19/13
iMobie Inc. today announces a new round of product update to make its entire product line
compatible with the full-released iOS 7, including AnyTrans for Mac, PhoneClean,
PhotoTrans, AppTrans, etc. The most highlighted feature is brought by AnyTrans for Mac,
which offers an excellent solution that helps users upgrade to iPhone 5s or iPhone 5c from
old idevices without losing music and game saves. iMobie specializes in developing iPhone,
iPod, iPad transfer, management and maintenance solutions.
Chengdu, China - iMobie Inc., a dedicated iPhone, iPad, iPod related software developing
and marketing company, today released a new round of updates to empower its entire product
line compatible with the full-released iOS 7. The affected products including AnyTrans for
Mac, PhoneClean, PhotoTrans, AppTrans, and a set of other award-winning iMobie software.
While the most focused and highlighted feature is brought by AnyTrans (for Mac and PC),
which allows users to upgrade to iPhone 5S or iPad 5 from old idevices without losing
music & game saves.
"The iOS 7 beta has seen a huge surge in popularity among Apple users and even more than
7% idevices have already tried beta version before the official release. That's the very
reason we put this round of product upgrade on the top priority of our schedule." Said by
Frank, the founder and CEO of iMobie Inc., "When we initially release the iOS 7 ready
AnyTrans, the first thing occurred to us is that it would be a perfect solution for the
users who need to transfer the music and apps between their multiple Apple devices."
The Highlights of Other Hot iMobie Products:
PhoneClean, an utility for PC and Mac that made for providing a breakthrough and exciting
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch cleaning solution. In effect, a regular cleanup process will
help users reclaim up to 60% free space by removing 10 types of junk files.
AppTrans, an essential PC and Mac desktop based software that aroused great interests
among iPhone, iPad users who would like to transfer their apps between two idevices. In
the merely few months, AppTrans heralded a trend that playing app game among multiple
idevice with the same personal settings and game record. Over hundreds of Candy Crush
Saga(R) fans have successfully transferred their progresses with AppTrans is a great
example.
PhotoTrans now also gives great support for the official iOS 7. Designed in line with your
natural habit, PhotoTrans has an array of features that help you transfer iPhone iPad iPod
touch photos to & from computer, organize albums without iTunes and enjoy the wonderful
pictures in a slideshow.
Price and Availability:
All iMobie products are now with $10 discount, so seize the chance to explore more
surprises from iMobie online store. For more information, graphic or PR materials you may
need, please contact Kelly Woods.
iMobie:
http://www.imobie.com/
AnyTrans for Mac:
http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/
Download AnyTrans for Mac Free:
http://www.imobie.com/product/anytrans-mac.dmg
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Buy AnyTrans for Mac:
http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/buy.htm
Screenshot:
http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/img/anytrans-for-mac-music.png
Media Assets:
http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/resource.htm

iMobie Inc. was established at the end of 2011, and located in Tianfu Software Park
(China), a place gathered great many talented software engineers. The brand name iMobie is
from I'M Optimistic, Brainy, Independent & Efficient, which represents the main characters
of their teammates. On the early stage of iMobie, they focus on developing iPhone, iPod,
iPad transfer, manager and maintenance software for making iFans Mobile Digital Life
easier. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2013 iMobie Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod, and Mac OS X iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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